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A comprehensive analysis of the residential, and land real estate market
in Stowe.
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Overview
Welcome to the Coldwell Banker Carlson Real Estate market report; our 2015 Year-End
examination of the real estate market in the Stowe area. This report uses market-wide data based
on transactions that closed in 2015 in the Multiple Listing Service, and compares them to sales
that took place during 2014.
In 2015 the Stowe market generally reflects that of the broader market throughout Vermont, and
much of the nation. Many analysts have reported a continuation of a “level-headed market”;
much of which is probably due to very low levels of inventory. We are seeing one of the lowest
levels of residential and land inventory, in recent memory. Most of which is seen in the lower
price ranges. Despite these factors, the continuation of low interest rates, steady job growth, and
buyer demand, should keep real estate sales heading in the right direction. Sales in general,
show continued stability.
There was a total of 71 residential home
sales in 2015, as compared to 89 by the
end of 2014. The sub $500K price range,
leading the way with 63% of the market
share, is up 10% over last year. As for the
luxury market, the total number of sales
remained the same in the $1 to $1.5
million price range, but dropped in the
$1.5+ million range. The median and
average prices both trended downward
slightly by 14% on average. The overall
inventory for Stowe residences dipped
24%, which equates to a 13 months’
supply.
Results:
Coldwell Banker Carlson Real Estate, once again, holds the largest market share, 25%, of sales
of any single office in the Stowe area. Whatever your real estate needs are in the coming year,
CBCRE is the market and technology leader, and we are always there to share every resource we
have available, for you to benefit from.
I hope you find this year-end report helpful, and welcome any questions you may have regarding
it.
Sincerely,

Jeff
P: 802.371.7491

E: jeff@jeffbeattie.com
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Market Share - Lamoille County
The rest of Lamoille County in general showed gains with regard to residential home sales,
which increased by 20%,
overall. Most of the towns
outside of Stowe saw slight
increases, while the largest
was seen in nearby
Morrisville and Cambridge.
decrease of inventory was
seen in this area as well,
which is seemingly all part of
the broader trend.

The Stowe Market
represents 46% of
sales volume

Although the median and
average sales prices saw little
change in the rest of Lamoille
County, Stowe remains the
pace setter for those prices.
You can see this illustrated in
the chart:

The Stowe Median sales price is $423K & Average is $510K
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Market Trends - Stowe Residential Sales
Despite the reduction in sales year over year, the resilience of sales spread throughout the whole
market remains strong. This is driven by the variety in landscape, views, location and amenities
located all over town. In addition to those factors, the quality of homes built all over Stowe
allows for buyers to focus on the town as a whole instead of just one neighborhood. The
majority of the sub $300K price point remains clustered around Rt. 100. This is mainly due to
increased affordability along this corridor. You can see the locations of the 2015 sales illustrated
more clearly in the map below:

•
•
•
•
•

$0 to $300K
$300K to $500K
$500K to $1 Million
$1 to $1.5 Million
$1.5 Million and above
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Market Trends - Luxury Market Stowe (excluding Stowe Mt.
Resort)
We consider the top 10% of the market, $900K and above, to be the luxury market in Stowe.
The luxury market in 2015 cooled off compared to a strong year in 2014. There were 7 sales
above $1 million compared to 14 the year before and only one sale above $2 million. The trend
of luxury sales being all cash continued into 2015, with only one being financed. Stagnant
inventory remains an issue for houses in the luxury market, finding a way to stand out to buyers
has become more paramount than in the past five years. Above all, the luxury market in Stowe is
more subject to the ebb and flow of financial situations outside of our market, which means
patience is key for any seller. The Smith Macdonald Group is the luxury market leader, having
represented 4 of the 7 luxury sales, including the highest sale, in Stowe in 2015.

• $1 to $1.5 Million

• $1.5 Million and above
Stowe’s Highest Sale in 2015 was $2.2+ Million
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Stowe Residential - Sales
While overall sales decreased by
20% in the Stowe market, when we
compare that over a ten year time
period the amount of sales is stable.
The ten year average is 69 sales per
year. In 2015 we had 71 sales,
slightly above the ten year average.
2014’s market high of 89 sales was a
ten year high, which given the
increase in interest rates and
volatility in the international market,
was not sustainable in 2015. As we
enter 2016 the overall strength of the
US economy should be an indicator
as to whether our market will
continue it’s ten year stability.

Stowe’s 10 year sales average is 69 homes per year

Stowe Residential - Median and Average
The median and average sales pricing declined by 13% and 15% respectively, mainly due to the
reduction in luxury sales over $1.5 million and in the $500K to $1 million price points. The
median pricing is a more accurate and stable data point to review, compared to average, when
looking at the Stowe market. Since 2013, the median pricing has increased, even with 2015’s
decline, compared to the seven previous years, which is related to the increase in units sold.
Looking at the median over a longer time span, shows the stability in value in our market.
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Stowe Residential - Units Sold & Months of Supply

✓ 13% decrease in median sales price in 2015 compared to 2014, to $423,000
✓ 15% decrease in average sales price in 2015 compared to 2014, to $510,704
✓ 20% decline in units sold in 2015 compared to 2014, 71 units sold
✓ 24% decline in inventory in 2014 compared to 2014, to 75 units on market
✓ 7% decrease in months of supply in 2015 compared to 2014, 13 months of supply
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Stowe Residential - Sales by Quarter
The sales quarter over quarter gives a clear picture of when sales happen in Stowe. What’s
important to note is that traditionally we see sales happening 45-60 days after contracts are
signed, which means that buyers are shopping for houses almost a quarter in advance of the
actual closing date. Typically more sales happen in Q3 and Q4 given those are the warmer
months and the properties on a whole are more visible for inspections, as evidenced in the chart
below.

✓ 16 total sales in Q1 2015, compared to 24 in Q1 2014
✓ 17 total sales in Q2 2015, compared to 23 in Q2 2014
✓ 19 total sales in Q3 2015, compared to 23 in Q3 2014
✓ 19 total sales in Q4 2015, the same as in Q4 2014
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Stowe Residential - Market Share
The market below $500K remains the main driver in Stowe, with 63% of the market share.
There was a 12% increase in the $300,000 and under price range, which reflects the demand for
that range. While this has been consistent with markets over the past ten years, the reduction in
sales above $500K are what have the most impact on the overall shifts in pricing. Given the
nature of the Stowe market being a primary and second home market, properties above $500K
will often see the market shares move up and down on a more regular basis.

✓ 31% of sales happen below $300K in 2015, compared to 19% in 2014
✓ 32% of sales happened between $300K and $500K in 2015, compared to 34% in 2014
✓ 27% of sales happened between $500K and $1 million in 2015, compared to 35% in 2014
✓ 7% of sales happened between $1 million and $1.5 million in 2015, compared to 5% in 2014
✓ 3% of sales happened over $1.5 million in 2015, compared to 7% in 2014, with only one sale
above $2 million

63% of sales in the Stowe market are below $500K
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Stowe Residential - Absorption Rates
Based on inventory and sales within each price point we can determine how many homes our
market can absorb at any given time. Nationally and locally a six to eight months supply of
inventory is considered a balanced market. Through absorption rates and months of supply
available, we can see which price points have tighter inventory and thus greater odds of selling.
This is more clearly illustrated in the chart below:

Stowe Residential - Sold to List Price
There was very little shift in selling price compared to the last listing price year over year.
Homes below $1 million traded on average 6% below their last listing price, which was slightly
better than in 2014. In the $1 million to $1.5 million price point there was no change between
2014 and 2015, with homes selling 13% below the last listing price; and over $1.5 million there
was an increase from 5% below
to 9% below the last listing
price.

Stowe Residential Selling Price v. Town
Assessment
Homes selling below $1 million
are tracking closely with town
assessment. Given these price
points make up the largest
portion of the market, it
provides us with an accurate picture of the reality of town assessment in relation to market value.
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Homes above $1 million offer a different picture of the market, with homes between $1 million
and $1.5 million selling 9% above town assessment. This is mainly due to homes that were
assessed below $1 million, but sold above $1 million due to them having a higher market value.
There was however a 5% decline year over year in selling to assessment, with the same number
of homes selling, which is a result of a slower market and buyers drawing a harder line on selling
price. Over $1.5 million homes traded 17% above assessment, but with only two total sales in
2015 compared to six in 2014, the numbers are too small to draw any direct correlation between
selling price to town assessment. As with the majority of luxury markets, those making
purchasing decisions are often not constricted by cost and are driven more based on desire or
emotion.

✓ 2% decline in selling price to assessed value below $500K in 2015, compared to 5% below in
2014

✓ 3% increase in selling price to assessed value between $500K and $1 million in 2015,
compared to 2% above in 2014

✓ 9% increase in selling price to assessed value between $1 million and $1.5 million in 2015,
compared to 14% above in 2014

✓ 17% increase in selling price to assessed value above $1.5 million in 2015, compared to 11%
above in 2014
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Stowe Condominiums - Sales
The condominium market in Stowe showed continued gains in sales, with a marked increase
from a total of 48 to 56, as compared to 2014. This was an increase of 30%. Much like
residential home sales, most of the sales were in the price range of $200,000 - $400,000. About
the same number of
condos sold under
$200,000 as well.
There were 3 which
sold over $1,000,000,
including 2 ‘mountain
cabins’ and a 3
bedroom
condominium at The
Lodge, all at Spruce
Peak. The
Condominium
inventory dropped 7%
overall, leaving 15
months of supply, one
of the lowest in the
past five years.

30% increase in condos sold in Stowe in 2015

✓ 56 units sold in
2015, compared to
43 in 2014, a 30%
increase

✓ 1% decrease in
median sales price
in 2015 to $261K
from $265K in 2014

✓ 11% increase in
average sales price
in 2015 to $383K
from $347K in 2014

✓ 7% decline in
inventory compared to a year ago, 15 months of supply of inventory
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Stowe Condominiums - Months of Supply
Supply varies considerably within the condo market and the various listing prices. What’s
interesting to note is that while the majority of the sales happened under $400K, there’s a supply
and demand equilibrium below $200K, with of 8 months of supply, but an over-supply of
inventory between $200K - $400K, of 21 months of supply, which offers condos priced closer to
$200K a better
opportunity to sell with
a slight price
adjustment downwards.
Condos priced between
$400K - $600K also
enjoy months of supply
that’s closer to a supply
and demand
equilibrium of 13
months, than those
priced below or above.
The luxury end of the
market has 24 months
of supply, which given
the nature of this
market isn’t unusual,
since it competes directly with single family homes.

Stowe Condominiums - Sales by Quarter
✓ 16 total sales in Q1
2015, compared to
12 in Q1 2014

✓ 7 total sales in Q2
2015, compared to
13 in Q2 2014

✓ 19 total sales in Q3
2015, compared to
12 in Q3 2014

✓ 14 total sales in Q4 2015, compared to 11 in Q4 2014
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Stowe Condominiums - Selling Price v. Town Assessment
Year over year there was little change in the selling price compared to the town assessment, with
continued swings on the extreme ends of the market. The sub $200K market continued to see
some bank foreclosures or units that were in need of renovation, resulting in an average selling
price of 8% below. The luxury end of the market was selling on average 22% above town
assessment, strictly driven by sales at Stowe Mt. Resort. The center of the market remained
stable and inline with the town assessment.

✓ 7% decrease in selling price to assessed value below $200K in 2015
✓ 4% decrease in selling price to assessed value between $200K to $400K in 2015
✓ 6% increase in selling price to assessed value between $400K to $600K in 2015
✓ 22% increase in selling price to assessed value over $600K in 2015
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Stowe Land - Sales
Although Land sales in Stowe were showing fairly significant increases and stability over the last
few years, 2015 saw a
decrease, dropping from
a total of 18, to 8. There
has been a fair amount of
pressure on listing prices
for land, therefore likely
reflected in the decrease
in the median and
average sales prices of
36% and 20%,
respectively. The
majority of sales for
2015 were under
$185,000. There was 1
that sold for $315,000,
and 1 for $550,000. The
overall inventory increased 18%.

2015 marked the 3rd lowest number of parcels sold in the past 10
years

✓ 8 parcels sold in 2015, compared to 18 in 2014, a 56% decline
✓ 36% decrease in median sales price in
2015, compared to 2014

✓ 20% decrease in average sales price in
2015, compared to 2014

✓ 18% increase in inventory compared to a
year ago, equaling 68 months of supply

All material herein is intended for informational purposes only and has been compiled from sources deemed reliable. Though information is
believed to be correct, it is presented subject to errors, omissions, changes or withdrawal without notice. This is not intended to solicit property
already listed. Equal Housing Opportunity. Coldwell Banker Carlson Real Estate is a licensed real estate broker.
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